
Post Neo Mexicanismos is an exhibition curated by Willy Kautz as part of the ESPAC 
Contemporary Painting Program.

Artists:
Francis Alÿs, Mónica Castillo, Francisco Fernández “Taka”, Fernando García Correa, Yishai 
Jusidman, Rubén Ortiz Torres, Néstor Quiñones, Diego Rivera, David Alfaro Siqueiros, Sofía 
Táboas, Paloma Torres, Germán Venegas y Boris Viskin.

ESPAC 
Monte Líbano 225, Lomas de Chapultepec, Mexico City.
 
Opening:
Saturday April 16th, 12 hours.

Press preview:
Wednesday April 16th, 12 hours. 

For additional information please contact the ESPAC staff:
Alfonso Santiago
Comunication manager
alfonso@espac.org.mx
Tel. 55 2624 0767

HQ Images: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rykjgh3zpdupqsd/AABrQ6OtUHIl5Bi1I6guHxUea?dl=0



About the show:

Post Neomexicanismos is an exhibition curated by Willy Kautz as part of the ESPAC Contemporary 
Painting Program.

The exhibition comprises a selection of works from the ESPAC Collection and focuses on works that 
during the nineteen-eighties criticized and eschewed the pro-government narratives spawned by 
modernization, as well as proposals from the nineties that provided insight into both conceptualism 
and minimalism, Post Neo Mexicanisms re-examines a series of works from the ESPAC Collection 
that are emblematic of the denationalizing artistic practices that hailed the advent of postmodernity 
in Mexico.

By situating itself after the neo-Mexicanist pictorial period, the ESPAC Contemporary Painting 
Program seeks to articulate narratives through a series of exhibitions that explore the quandaries 
of painting from the dawn of post-conceptual art to the present day. Thus, the exhibition Post Neo 
Mexicanisms forms part of a series of museum projects within the confines of a core program of 
curatorial research. Overall, the works shown here remind us of the inevitable openness of painting 
from the nineteen eighties to processes of globalization. With the aim of highlighting the differences, 
similarities, and specificities of this “denationalized” pictorial language, Post Neo Mexicanisms 
interweaves diverse individual proposals whereby the artists’ critical stances and pluralized 
ideologies mapped out new routes toward the denationalization of painting.

Starting off a selection of works by artists linked to emblematic alternative spaces as el Salón de 
los Aztecas, La Quiñonera, Zona y Temístocles 44, the exhibition presents a path in which some 
historical works like a Cubist landscape of Diego Rivera, or, a seemingly abstract work by David 
Alfaro Siqueiros, whose aesthetic disagrees with the mexicanist historical theme – serves as historic 
counterpoints against contemporary artworks.

The ESPAC Contemporary Painting Program, seeks to articulate a narrative that loops through the 
problems of painting started with the advent of conceptual art in the nineties until today. Thus, Post 
Neo Mexicanismos is part of a series of museological exercises confined to the same research 
program.

About ESPAC

ESPAC is a private non-profit organization dedicated to study, encouraging and promoting the artistic 
practices through the creation of knowledge, taking as starting point our contemporary art collection 
– which it is in a permanent process of extension and research–. ESPAC supports the exhibition and 
dissemination of works by contemporary artists, especially young people , as well as proposals for 
experimental purposes abandon strategies and places more common artistic practice. Taking as 
a starting point three lines of work , dedicated to Audiovisual Art, Contemporary Painting and New 
Proposals, ESPAC seeks to offer a complex picture of the local art scene trough a program that 
includes thematic cycles of exhibitions, publications and side events .



VISITOR INFORMATION 

Adress:
Monte Líbano 225. Lomas de Chapultepec, Mexico City.
Map: https://goo.gl/HwdySu

Hours:
From April 16th to August, 2016.
Wednesday to Sunday from 10 to 18 hours.
Free entrance

Social networks: 

       facebook.com/espacmexico (@ESPAC)

       twitter.com/ESPAC_info (@ESPAC_info)

       instagram.com/_espac_  (@_espac_)

Hashtags
#PostNeoMexicanismos
#ColecciónESPAC
#ESPAC

Images, texts, interviews and guided tours:
Alfonso Santiago
Comunication manager
alfonso@espac.org.mx
Tel. 55 2624 0767


